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the slope f(x). However, our squared correlation curve p2(x) does have an interpretation as
a local coefficient of determination. To see this, consider Model 2 and suppose that (x) is
smooth so that near the point x0, (x) is nearly linear with slope f(x0). Then for X close to






Thus the correlation curve p2(x) is a local measure of the variance explained by regression in
the sense that it is the coefficient of determination for the locally linear approximation Y0 to
Y.
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FUSIONS OF A PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION: PRELIMINARY
ANNOUNCEMENT*
J. ELTONi AND T. P. HILL
The purpose of this note is to introduce the notion of a fusion of a probability distri-
bution P, and to announce a number of results concerning class properties of fusions and
their relationship to classical probabilistic concepts such as convex domination, majoriza-
tion, martingalizability, and dilation. Proofs of these results will appear elsewhere (see [4]
and [5]).
Throughout this paper, X will denote either a separable Banach space or a compact
metrizable convex subset of a locally convex topological vector space (1.c.t.v.s.), and X* will
denote the dual space of continuous linear functionals (restricted to X in the latter case).
For a subset A of X, IA is the indicator function of A, A the complement of A, co(A) the
convex hull of A, , and the respective closure and interior of A and OA is the boundary
\ of A. A sequence xn in X converges weakly to x (written x 2. x) if f(x,) f(x) for
*This research was partially supported by National Science Foundation grants DMS-87-01691,
DMS-89-01267, and DMS-89-14344, and a Fulbright Research Grant.
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all j E X*, and converges strongly to x(x, x) if x= converges to x in the strong topology.
If X is normed, Ilxll will denote the norm of x.
B will denote the Borel subsets of X, 7 the set of Borel probability measures on (X, B),
i(x) E P the Dirac delta measure on {x} (single atom of mass 1 at x), B the Borel subsets of
Euclidean n-space Rn, and for P e :P, supp P is the support of P. For A B, P]A is defined by
PIA(B) P(A 3 B). {Pn} converges weakly to P (Pn - P) means the usual weak convergenceof measures in the sense of Billingsley [2]. Throughout this paper, P will always denote anelement of 7, i.e., a Borel probability measure on (X, B) and (Y) e P is the distribution ofthe X-valued random vector Y. Let A e B and P E 7. If X is a separable Banach space, we
say that A has finite first P-moment if fA IlxlldP(x) < c; and if X is a compact metrizable
convex subset of a 1.c.t.v.s., then A will always be said to have a finite P-moment. For Q and
P 7, P convexly dominates Q (written P _ Q) if f odP <= f dQ for all continuous convex
functions o for which both integrals exist.
PROPOSITION 1. If P(A) > 0 and A has a finite first P-moment,then there is a unique ele-
ment b b(A; P) -5-5(A), called the P-barycenter of A, satisfying f(b) (lIP(A)) fA fdP Vf
X*.
DEFINITION. Measure Q p is an elementary fusion of P if there is an A E B with a finite
first P-moment, and [0, 1] such that Q is given by dQ IAdP - tP(A)dS(b(A, P)) - (1t)IAdP. Measure Q is a simple fusion of P if there exists a positive integer n and probabilities{P}--0 7 satisfying P0 P, P, Q and P+ is an elementary fusion of P for each
j 0, n- 1. (In other words, simple fusions are just finite compositions of elementary
fusions.) 8(P) will denote the class of simple fusions of P. Q is a fusion of P if there exists
{P,},= ,(P) satisfying P - P; and ’(P) denotes the class of all fusions of P. That is,’(P) is the weak closure of the set of finite compositions of elementary fusions of P.Intuitively, an elementary fusion simply takes part (a fraction "t") of the mass of a setA and collapses it to the barycenter of A, thereby creating (or enlarging) an atom at that
point, and decreasing proportionately the measure of A elsewhere. As is the case in defining
the basic building blocks (indicator functions) of measurable functions, where it is usually
possible to restrict from general measurable sets to a much smaller class (e.g., to dyadic open
intervals in the R framework), it is also the case that in defining these basic building blocks
(elementary fusions) of fusions, it is possible to restrict oneself to much smaller classes of
sets, for example to relatively compact or bounded sets. However, the elementary fusions
here will be taken to be the general ones (via sets with finite first P-moments). Note that,
by definition, P is an elementary fusion of itself (intuitively, fuse nothing, and the result is
P).
Example 1. Let P be a purely atomic measure with exactly two atoms of mass p and
1-p at points and 2, respectively. Then :7:(P) {Q 7. suppQ C__ [O1, O2], and
b(X; Q) (p - c2(1 p)}.Example 2. Let X R and P be the Cauchy distribution. Then ’(P) 7.Example 3. Let X C[0, 1], the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on [0, 1]
equipped with the sup norm, let P be Wiener measure on X, and let A be the complement
of the unit ball (x E X. IIx]l =< 1} in X. If Q is the elementary fusion of P formed by fusing
all of A (i.e., t- 1), then Q is the distribution of a real-valued stochastic process starting at
zero, which with probability P(A) never leaves zero, and with probability 1- P(A) looks like
Brownian motion conditioned so that all sample paths remain in the interval [-1, 1].
THEOREM 1. ,(P) and :7:(P) are convex.
THEOREM 2. If Q .(P) and R Z(Q), then R (P). (That is,the fusion ordering is
transitive.)
The next result which can be viewed as a generalization of Jensen’s inequality, says that
if Q is a fusion of P, then Q is convexly dominated by P, but the converse is in general not
true (for an example, see [4]).
THEOREM 3. If Q (P), then Q
_
P.
THEOREM 4. If P is a Borel probability measure on a separable Banach space X such



































































330 J. ELTON AND T. P. HILL
finite-dimensional,then P has a finite first moment if and only if (P) is tight.
It is easy to see from Example 2 that if both Q e ’(P) and P E ’(Q), it still may happen
that P # Q. If, however, the measures have finite first moments, this cannot happen.
THEOREM 5. If Q (P) and P e (Q), and either has a finite first moment,then P Q.
THEOREM 6. If P and Q are Borel probability measures on X, where X is a separable
Banach space or a compact metrizable convex subset of a locally convex topological vector
space,and if P has a finite first moment,then the following are equivalent:
(i) Q is a fusion of P;
(ii) Q P;
(iii) (Q, P) is martingalizable;and
(iv) there exists a dilation # of X with P--Q.
Remarks. The equivalences of (ii), (iii), and (iv), assuming P has a finite barycenter,
have been proved in part by Hardy, Littlewood, and Pblya for one-dimensional spaces, by
Blackwell [1], Stein, and Sherman for finite-dimensional spaces, and Cartier, Fell, and Meyer
[3] and Strassen [9] in various infinite-dimensional settings (see [7]). The main contribution
here is the equivalence of (i) with (ii)-(iv).
THEOREM 7. If P is a Borel probability measure on a separable Banach space,then P
has a finite first moment if and only if (P) is uniformly integrable. More generally, if
o: [0, c) [0, cx)) is convex,nonconstant and nondecreasing,then f o(llxll)dP < c if and only
if r(p) is uniformly o-integrable.
If X R and P has a finite first moment, a number of additional conditions are known
to be equivalent to fusions; the next theorem lists some of these. Recall that the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function Hp of P is Hp :-- (1/(I-t)) .1F_(s)ds for 0 =< =< 1 (where F-is the generalized inverse distribution function of P given by F-(s) inf{x: P(-o, x]
for s e [0, 1]), and the potential function Up of P is Up(t) -f Ix- tlP(dx (see Ill]. for
properties and applications of these functions). Also, Q p is said to be smaller in mean
residual life than P if f(x- t)+Q(dx) <= f(x- t)+P(dx) for all real t. (This ordering has
applications in queueing theory; see [8].)
THEOREM 8. If X R and P P has a finite first moment,then the following are
equivalent:




(iii) (Q, P) is martingalizable;
(iv) there exists a dilation of X with P #Q;
(v) HQ <= Hp, and b(X, P)= b(Z, Q);
(vi) UQ > Up, and b(X, P)- b(X, Q);
(vii) Q is smaller in mean residual life than P and b(X, P) b(X, Q);
(viii) f(x / t)Q(dx) <= f(x / t)P(dx) for all t,and b(X, P) b(X, Q);
(ix) f-o Q(-c, t] dt <= ft_o P(-, t] dt for all t, and b(X, P) b(X, Q).
DEFINITION. For a Borel probability measure P with a finite first moment on a separable
Banach space, the characteristic of P, rp, is the function rp: [0, (:x:)) [0, cx) given by
(),
THEOREM 9. Let (Z1, Z2, Zn) be a non-negative submartingale on a probability space
(2, .4, P). Then z ZldP <= z ZndP ]r all ) > O">=rp ()) >-_)
An application. Many ideal physical laws describe linear mixtures or fusions of various
types; one such law is the law of mixtures of concentrations, and another is Raoult’s Law of
physical chemistry "the vapor pressure of the component of an ideal solution is proportional



































































FUSIONS OF A PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION 331
Suppose x represents a variable "quality" (such as concentration, or vapor pressure) of
a substance which mixes linearly, and further suppose that it costs c(x) to produce one unit
of quality x, which then may be sold for r(x). Which distribution should production of this
substance follow, and how should it then be mixed in order to maximize the average profit?
In other words, if production is according to distribution P, and P is then fused to Q, what
are the choices for P and for Q E ’(P), which will maximize the average profit f rdQ- f cdP?
(For the application below, X is a compact convex subset of R’.)
DEFINITION. For Borel functions r, c" X R, (Q, P) is (r, c)-optimal if f rdQ- f cdP
{fd- fd. e , e ()}.
DEFINITION. For a function f. X R, let ] denote the convex closure of f, that is,
(x) sup{g(x)l g" X R, g is convex, and g __< f}.
THEOREM 10. Suppose r, c: X R are upper and lower semicontinuous, respectively.
Then (8(x*), STM1z_,j=l (j6(x)) is (r, c)-optimal,where:x* is any point in X satisfying r(x*)-
5(x*) max{r(x) 5(x)" x X}; and {(x, 5(x))}n=l are any extreme points of the convex
set {(x, y) R+. x X, y R, y >= 5(x)} which satisfy ,+1= .(, (i))= (*, (*)) yor
some {a}+ __> 0, -O=1 a 1.
Remark. It has recently been shown by the authors that if P and Q are finite (i.e.,
not necessarily probability) measures on X (where again X is a separable Banach space or
a compact metrizable convex subset of a 1.c.t.v.s) then f dQ < fdP for all non-negative
continuous convex functions if and only if there is a fusion P of P which majorizes Q. This
result is new even in the finite-dimensional case, and the proofs use a new geometric argument
similar in spirit to those of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya.
Acknowledgment. The authors are grateful to the National Science Foundation and
to the Georgia Tech Foundation for travel grants to the second author to present these results
at the Second World Congress of the Bernoulli Society in Uppsala in August 1990.
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